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While Seeworth has now relinquished its building lease, the Oklahoma State Board of 
Education voted Thursday to ask State Auditor and Inspector Cindy Byrd’s office to audit 
Seeworth’s zombified governing entity. 

The Seeworth organization’s board had previously approved a private audit to be 
conducted on its “corporate account,” but it’s unclear if that audit was completed. 

“With any closure, there is a process to completing the books and closing that out. So 
the state board is asking for assistance from the state auditor inspector with this task,” 
Oklahoma Superintendent of Public Instruction Joy Hofmeister said Friday. “So that will 
go forward now. Then we want to keep our focus on students and making certain that 
[OKCPS] has what they need to move forward as well.” 

Since May, Seeworth has been on thin ice dealing with the regulatory bodies to which it 
reports. 

On May 2, OSDE sent a letter to the Seeworth board saying it had found evidence of 
“multiple artifacts to demonstrate gross neglect and non-compliance with both state 
and federal laws and regulations,” including failing to account for taxpayer dollars and 
maintain accounting records. 

Asked if the department had faced difficulty obtaining records from the Seeworth board, 
Hofmeister told reporters, “Well, we are where we are.” 

Asked if OSDE thought Seeworth had participated in criminal behavior with federal 
funds, Hofmeister said it was not her job or the department’s job to speculate. 

https://nondoc.com/2019/06/27/seeworth-academy-approves-audit-of-corporate-account/


“We know that we first have to have an accounting of assets and it is something that the 
auditors office for a special audit is equipped to handle, and that is something beyond 
what we are able to do,” Hofmeister said. 

Two of Seeworth’s board members are public officials: Sen. Kay Floyd (D-OKC) and 
Oklahoma Court of Civil Appeals Judge Barbara Swinton. 

“We know that they did — we believe — the right thing in closing the charter, and that 
was a move that they did voluntarily,” Hofmeister said of the Seeworth board. “The 
investigation of whatever lies ahead with those then that are responsible for keeping the 
records and the expenditures of funds in accordance with state and federal law is 
something that is a typical part of the closing of a school.” 

Joy Hofmeister Request Letter – Seeworth Academy – August 27, 2019 

http://www.oksenate.gov/Senators/biographies/floyd_bio.aspx
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